LEWIE GREENERY PLANTS

GIOVANNI'S FISH AND CHIPS AUTOMATES
ONLINE ORDERING USING FLIPDISH
“I’ve recommended 3 or 4 customers to join Flipdish. Whenever I’m
asked who we use, I always point them in Flipdish’s direction”Mauro Pacitti, owner.
Giovanni’s is a family-run business based in
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Edinburgh. It has made its name serving the
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system in place for online orders but received
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Lorenzo and Mauro who have since expanded
the menu to include a wide array of food

Giovanni’s joined food portals at the height of

including pizza, pasta and kebab. Speaking to

their popularity to gain new customers but

Mauro about his experience in the takeaway

soon found that the aggregator model was
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going.”
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“Our customers have had positive feedback and sales are getting
better and better every week”.
“The apps really easy to use, we’ve got quite a lot of regular customers now
who use the app at least once or twice a week”.

Flipdish creates white label online ordering

Flipdish helps restaurants increase their total

websites designed for mobile and SEO, along

orders

with personalised Apps for both Android and

through
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Restaurants working with Flipdish have a

This type of technology is invaluable for

much more direct relationship with their
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customers and have the ability to store their

larger food chains have the resources to build

data for future transactions, e.g. save card
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The
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transaction fees nearly in half
The entire Flipdish team is dedicated to
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The best part about having a customised

“Even when things are updated and get a bit

online ordering platform is that restaurant

muddled, Flipdish sorts things out quickly and

owners are completely in control of their brand

efficiently.”

presence.

MAURO CAME ACROSS FLIPDISH WHILE SEEKING AN ALTERNATIVE TO
FOOD PORTAL LISTINGS.

"FOOD PORTALS ARE EXPENSIVE, THEY CHARGE 13/14% PER SALE. MY BILL
COMES TO OVER £1000 A WEEK."
www.flipdish.com
Sales@flipdish.com
+353 1 697 280
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COMPANY STATISTICS
Giovanni's

is

only

one

of

the

thousands of restaurants that use
the

Flipdish

online

ordering

system. Giovanni’s began using
Flipdish in May 2018 and have

Giovanni's uses the Flipdish loyalty
scheme to reward their regular
customers: For every 10 orders made
you will receive a discount that is
automatically applied to your next
order. Valid for 10 days.

been thriving ever since.

43%

Loyalty
scheme

INCREASE IN AVERAGE WEEKLY
SALES VALUE
From May 2018 until June 2019

35%

61%

PARTY FOOD PORTALS

VOUCHER TO RE-ORDER

SAVED ON FEES COMPARED TO 3RD

CUSTOMERS USED THEIR DISCOUNT

www.flipdish.com
Sales@flipdish.com
+353 1 697 280

